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This paper reports work in progress on a program to provide diagnostic and therapeutic
suggeSSns abcSt patients in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) . The Ventilator Manager
SSJ) dynamically interprets the clinical significance of quantitative data from

S?ICuX This data is used to manage post-surgical patients receiving mechanical
ventilatoryassistance. An extension of a physiological monitoring system, VM(1)

provides a sugary of the patient's physiological status appropriate for the clinician,

(2) recognizes untoward events in the patient/machine system and provides suggestions for

corrective action, (3) suggests adjustments to ventilatory therapy based on a long-term

SseSment of the'patient Satus and therapeutic goals, (4) detects
a£«^»^J^errors, and (5) maintains a set of patient-specific expectations and goals for future

evaluation. The program produces interpretations of the physiological measurements over
time" using a model of the therapeutic procedures in the ICU and clinical knowledge about

the diagnostic implications of the data. These therapeutic guidelines are represented by

a knowledge base of rules created by clinicians with extensive ICU experience.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Many of the artificial intelligence approaches
to medical decision making have concentrated on
providing advice based on data available at one
particular point in time. This formulation of
the problem treats the diagnostic process as a
static situation. In actual practice, the
clinician receives additional information from
tests and observations over time and must
reevaluate hypotheses about the nature of the
diagnosis and reevaluate the status and
prognosis of the patient. The patient situation
is affected by the progression of the disease
process and the response to prior therapeutic
interventions. Some of these aspects have been
captured in current computer medicine work,
particularly the digitalis therapy advisor [2],
This system generates conclusions over time
pertaining to the size and timing of the next
dose of digitalis. Both the MYCIN [4] and
CASNET systems [8] allow the user to rerun a
consultation as new patient information becomes
available. The IRIS system [5] is capable of
attaching a time specification to each
conclusion created by the system, consisting of
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a numeric or symbolic time range when the
conclusion was applicable.

One attempt to explore these issues is the
development of the Ventilator Manager (VM)
program, which provides diagnostic and
therapeutic advice in the Intensive Care Unit,
The input to VM are the values of 30
physiological measurements provided on a 2- or
10-minute basis by a automatic monitoring
system [3] , The output is in the form of
suggestions to clinicians and periodic

Ihe clinical situation being modeled is the
post-surgical progress of a patient in the
Intensive Care Unit, concentrating on the
status of his mechanical breathing assistance.
The mechanical ventilator provides total or
partial assist of ventilation for seriously ill
patients. The type and settings of the
ventilator are adjusted to match the patient s
intrinsic breathing ability. The "volume
mechanical ventilator provides a fixed volume
of air under pressure through a tube to the
patient. The ventilator can be adjusted to

provide breaths at fixed intervals called
"controlled mandatory ventilation" or in

response to sucking by the patient, known as
"assist mode," Adjustments to the respiration
rate or output volume of the ventilator are
made to insure an adequate "minute volume" to
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the patient. When the patient's status
improves, the mechanical ventilator is
disconnected and replaced by a "t-piece" that
connects an oxygen supply with the tube to the
patient's lungs. If the patient can demonstrate
adequate ventilation then the tube is removed
("extubation"), Often many of these clinical
states must be repeated until the patient can
breathe on his own, _
2.0 Knowledge representation

The availability of new measurement data
requires updated interpretations based on the
changing values and trends. As the patient
setting changes—e.g., as a patient starts to
breathe on his own during removal (weaning)
from the ventilator—the same measurement
values can lead to different interpretations.
In order to properly interpret data collected
during changing therapeutic contexts, the
knowledge base includes a model of the stages
that a patient follows from admission to the
unit through the end of the critical monitoring
phase. Recognition and utilization of the
appropriate patient context is an essential
step in determining the meaning of most
physiological measurements. The goals for
patient management are also stated in terms of
these clinical contexts. The program maintains
a description of the current and optimal
ventilatory therapies for any given time.
Figure 1 shows a suirmary of conclusions
generated by the program on a periodic basis
(currently one hour) .

Current conclusions:
HYPOTENSION PRESENT for 41 MINUTES
HYPERVENTILATION PRESENT for 33 MINUTES
SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE DOW for 46 MINUTES

Conclusions: {time of day} I I I
13 14 15 16

{physiological states}
HEMODYNAMICS - STABLE
HYPERVENTILATION - PRESENT
HYPOTENSION - PRESENT
TACHYCARDIA - PRESENT

{patient context}
Patient is ASSIST
Patient is CMV
Patient is VOLUME
Patient is NOT-MONITORED

{therapeutic goals}
Goal is OW
Goal is VOLUME

13 14 15 16

Figure 1, Summary prepared by VM based on data
from a patient in the ICU. Comments are in {}.

Knowledge is represented in VM by production
rules [4,1,7], The rules are of the form:

facts about measurementsIF
and/or previous conclusions are true

THEN
1) Make a conclusion based on

these

facts;

2) Make appropriate suggestions to
clinicians; and

3) Create new expectations about
future acceptable ranges
for measured variables.

Additional information associated with
each rule includes: the symbolic name and type
or rule group (e.g., instrument fault rules);
main concept (definition) of the rule; and all
of the therapeutic states in which it makes
sense. Figure 2 shows a sample rule for
determining hemodynamic stability.

STATUS RULE: STABLE-HEMODYNAMICS
DEFINITION: Defines stable hemodynamics for

most settings
APPLIES to patients on

VOLUME,CMV, ASSIST,

T-PIECE
COMMENT: Look at mean arterial pressure for

changes in blood pressure and systolic
blood pressure for maximum pressures.

IF
HEART RATE is ACCEPTABLE
PULSE RATE does NOT CHANGE by 20 beats/minute

in 15 minutes
MEAN ARTERIAL PRESSURE is ACCEPTABLE
MEAN ARTERIAL PRESSURE does NOT CHANGE by 15

torr in 15 minutes
SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE is ACCEPTABLE

THEN
The HEMODYNAMICS are STABLE

Figure 2. Sample VM InterpretationRule.

2,1 Treating Measurement Ranges Symbolically

Most of the rules represent the measurement
values symbolically, using the terms
"acceptable" or "ideal" to characterize the
appropriate ranges, Ihe actual meaning of
"acceptable" changes as the patient moves from
state to state, but the statement of the
relation between the physiological measurements
remains constant, Ihe use of symbolic
statements (e,g,, "heart rate is acceptable")
allows for a simple representation of common
clinical practice and the exposition of common
principles of physiological interpretation in
different contexts. In addition, it minimizes
the number of rules needed to describe the
complexity of the diagnostic situation.
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above are considered in order. It is necessary
to separate out the reasoning steps since one
part of the reasoning chain may conclude that
the clinical context has changed, affecting the
interpretation of the more "abstract" reasoning
steps.

The meaning of the symbolic range is determined
by rules that establish the context-dependent
expectations about the value of measured data.
For example, when a patient is taken off the
ventilator, the upper limit of acceptability
for the expired carbon dioxide measurement is
raised, Ihe actual numeric calculation of
"expired 032 high" in the premise of any rule
will change when the context switches (removal
from ventilatory support) , but the statement of
the rules remains the same. An example rule
that creates these expectations is shown in
Figure 3.

Identical conclusions made in contiguous time
frames are represented by the interval
specified by the times of the first and last
assertion. A list of these intervals summarizes
the history of a particular conclusion over
time. Ihe evaluation of a rule clause such as
"Patient hyperventilating for the past 30
minutes" is made by direct examination of the
time intervals stored along with conclusions as
opposed to looking at the original
measurements. Expectations are associated with
the appropriate measurement and are classified
by type—e.g., the upper limit of the
acceptable range—and duration. Expectations
can persist for a fixed interval, such as "for
twenty minutes starting in ten minutes," or for
the duration of one or more clinical contexts.

IF PATIENT TRANSITIONED FROM ASSIST TO CMV
THEN EXPECT THE FOLLOWING

[ acceptable range ]
very [ ideal ] very
low low mm max high high5

MEAN PRESSURE 60 75 80 95 110 120
HEART RATE 60 110
EXPIRED CO2 22 28 30 35 42 50

Figure 3. Portion of an Initializing Rule.
This rule establishes initial expectations of
acceptable and ideal ranges of variables. Not
all ranges are defined for each measurement.
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A data-driven approach is used to take
advantage of the small set of measurement
values available in each time frame. Because of
the nature of the ICU environment, one can
assume almost no dialogue will take place with
clinicians when they are using the system.
Thus, conclusions must be based on the
available data. Each of the rule groups
corresponding to the reasoning steps mentioned
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